Easy-to-Make Columbus Discovers America Panorama (Models & Toys)
Synopsis

Sturdy full-color model measures about 25" wide by 8 1/2" high by over 6" deep. Included are paper models of the explorerâ€™s three ships, plus painted representations of crew members, thatched huts, native peoples, vegetation and animal life. Individual cut-out pieces stand on bases allowing them to be moved about. Easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions. 6 plates in full color (24 pieces).
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Customer Reviews

I got this for my 2nd grader, whom I homeschool. It was a great addition to our unit about Columbus. She enjoyed building it and has kept it to play with for over a year. It is something a 2nd grader will need some parent/adult help with in the intricate cutting, but mostly they can do it themselves.
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